Before we start

Turn off your microphone and camera except during the Q&A session
Call for experimental projects – Recovery of urban waste
Agenda

› 16:05 – Introduction by the secretary of state
  Barbara Trachte

› 16:20 – Call presentation
  Gilles Ysebaert

› 16:40 – Overview of the regional offer in circular economy
  Patricia Foscolo

› 16:55 – Recy-K presentation
  Nicolas Lambillon

› 17:10 – Q&A
Call for experimental projects – Recovery of urban waste

Gilles Ysebaert
Regional Institute for Research and Innovation

To connect, stimulate and financially support citizens, businesses, research organisations and non-profit organisations.

« We fund your future »
Contribute to the development of the Brussels-Capital Region
Origins of the call

Regional programme for the circular economy

Encouraging the reuse of waste in the economy

Programmes for businesses and the short-term
The call

» Call for projects dedicated to entrepreneurs:
  » All legal forms
  » All sizes

» Objective: to test the feasibility of their project before launching a new activity, or reorienting an existing, innovative activity based on the valorisation of urban deposits.

Tasks

- Exploring the supply of materials
- Experimenting in the design/improvement of the activity
- Validate local demand and economic viability
Recovery of urban waste

- Recovery activities covered

  - Repairs
  - Transformation
  - Upcycling
  - Dismantling
  - Remanufacturing
  - Recycling

- Urban waste:

  All resource flows produced and discharged by the city's actors or passing through its territory
Legal framework

- Legal framework of the feasibility study
  - "de minimis" aid

New and innovative activities & Experimentation process
Practical aspects

1* Applicant

All legal forms

HQ in BCR

Subsidies
70% SE
60% ME
50% LE

Min. 6 Months

No financial difficulties

* Cooperation projects between companies are possible
Eligible costs

- Personnel costs
- Investment costs
- Subcontracting costs
- Operating costs
Positioning vis-à-vis Becircular

- Focus on the feasibility study of a new and innovative activity
- Duration of minimum 6 months
- Theme: waste
- R&D funding

- Focus on commercialisation
- Experimentation phase of max 6 months
- Theme: circular economy
- De minimis

This Innoviris call is positioned before the Becircular call
Planning

- Mars 21: Call start
- Avril: Info session
- Mai: 01/04 – Info session
- Juin: 15/06 – Call end
- Juillet: Project evaluations
- Aout
- Septembre
- Octobre
Evaluation

Receipt of projects

Eligibility check

Instruction meeting

Innoviris recommendation

Innovation and relevance of the project

Feasibility and implementation

Strategic and economic impact

Social, environmental and ecosystem impact
More info

https://innoviris.brussels/program/recovery-urban-waste
Listing of existing resources

- Studies
- Places of experimentation:
  - RECY-K
  - cityfab 1.brussels
  - greenbizz.brussels
  - MICRO FACTORY
- Support:
  - hub.brussels
  - circlemade
  - sirris
  - build circular.brussels
  - IRISPHERE
  - CSTC.be
  - innoviris.brussels